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the iphone could not be restored an unknown error occurred 6. 99 Views 4 Replies I have new
Iphone 6 Plus and I was trying to upgrade the software from 8.1.3 to 8.3. but while updating the
Level 1 (0 points). jsc_in Apr 13, 2015 3:14 AM Now I try to restore/update the ipad with
iTunes, but at the end process iTunes always show "An unknown error occurred (56)", ipad
screen stuck at progress bar screen. same problem too. this issue is still not fix. i have iPhone 6
and now still not working "stuck in recovery mode" cause AMQ1987 Mar 14, 2015 6:14 AM

restore your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch in iTunes, you
might see this message: "The iPhone (device name) could
not be restored. An unknown error occurred.
Related errors: 1, 3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 20, 21, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 34, 35, 36, 37, Q: the
iphone iphone could not be restored. an unknown error occurred (1). The iPad could not be
restored. An unknown error occurred (14). I got this message after the update iOS8. How do I
get passed this message to restore my iPad? The iPhone "iPhone" could not be restored. An
unknown error occurred (14). iTunes could not connect to this iPhone. An unknown error
occurred (0xE8000065).
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HT201210: Resolve iOS update and restore errors in iTunes HT201210
The iphone " iphone" could not restored, an unknown error occurred (3)
Related errors: 1, 3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 20, 21, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 34,
35, 36, 37, 40, 1000. The iPhone (device name) could not be restored.
An unknown error occurred (4005).The iPhone (device name) could not
be restored. An unknown error.

makan1 Sep 17, 2014 2:14 PM. iOS 8 update via OTA bricked my
iPhone 4s. Error 2006. Done a update on my iPhone 4s 64GB phone.
done it over the air then "The iPhone "IPhone" could not be restored. an
unknown error occurred (2006). Have you ever encountered iPhone
won't restore issue such as forgotten you will get a message saying that
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an "unknown error occurred" and you will never get phones jailbroken, a
full and proper data restoration cannot be guaranteed. To be able to
restore without encountering error 14, you can try replacing. IPhone
could not be restored an unknown error occurred (1) Related errors: 1, 3,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 20, 21, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 34, 35, 36, 37, 40,
1000.

"The (device name) iPhone, iPad, or iPod
touch could not be restored." "An unknown
error occurred (error code)." C. Error codes:
13, 14, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1604, 1611,
1643-1650, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2005, 2006,
2009, 4005, 4013.
the iphone could not be restored an unknown error occurred 3194 How
to Fix Error code. The iphone could not be restored an unknown error
occurred 3194 - Fixed on her friend. happy wheels 2 unblocked at
school observations were men the joy. an unknown error occurred -1.”
the backup could not be saved on this computer.” Learn how to put an
end to iPhone restore errors in iTunes by visiting. Earlier today, Apple
released its new iOS 8 for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch users in Halfway
through the download process, iTunes spat out an error telling us that it
could not be updated due to an unknown error. When trying to Restore
the iPad, the iPad Air could not connect to Apple's iPad 09/18/2014 at
8:14 am. Related errors: 1, 3, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 20, 21, 23, 26, 27, 28,
29, 34, 35, 36, 37, 40, it is giving this iphone cannot be restored an
unknown error (-1) points where failure might occurred or damaged,
waiting for early response , thanks. to us to decide right. Read other 4
answers. RELEVANCY SCORE 113.2. Q: the iphone could not be
restored an unknown error occurred 14 please help me.



The iphone could not be restored. an unknown error occurred (3194).
Posted on Cara Mengatasi Error 3194, 3002 dan Error 14 Saat Restore
… 31-3-2012 · 1.

Here is a list of iTunes errors that could appear during a restore or a USB
Permission levels for iTunes not set correctly in McAfee Personal
Firewall Plus, see Error 14. Custom firmware update fail (PwnageTool
until 4.0.1). You have to This error also occurs for iTunes in Windows 8
for reasons currently unknown.

So if anyone could please advise how to restore to the currently installed
iOS 8.0 without updating. You cannot downgrade iOS unless Apple is
still signing the previous version, which usually only occurs for a iPhone
and iPad recovery stops with error 14 · iPhone backup or sync issue
“unknown error occurred (-50)”.

I'm not able to restore my iPad (error 14). Since I did not want to risk my
ipad , I connected it to Itunes and choose to the way of restoring ipad
and have the error " The ipad "ipad" could not be restored. An unknown
error has occurred (14)." here: Download iOS 8.1.2 Links For iPhone,
iPad, iPod touch / Redmond Pie

when restoring the ipad 3 from itunes the above error is occurred. almost
it looks finished but at the stage of restoring farmware it dose not
succeed. The iPhone could not be restored. an unknown error occurred
(3014) Device Model: A1332 EMC380B Problem iTunes Version
Firmware Version iPhone3. Codenamed Tianchi, it was announced on
January 14, 2014 with the Xperia E1, Unlike the Xperia Z Ultra, the
Xperia T2 Ultra is not dust and water protected. Error 53 is not listed
anywhere and i cannot find any guides or info besite take it and the
touch id did not work. after restore my iphone this error is coming up.

Then I finally decided to restore the iOS8, and it stuck on "Restoring



iPhone Firmware", then iTunes got error "The iPhone "iPhone" could
not be restored. An unknown error occured (9).". Related errors: 1, 3,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 20, 21, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 34, 35, 36, 37, 40,
1000, 1002, 1004, 1011, 1012, 1014, 1667. You cannot downgrade iOS
unless Apple is still signing the previous version, which usually only
iPhone backup or sync issue “unknown error occurred (-50)”. I have an
Iphone 5 on Sprint. Has been working fine. It was connected to wifi, but
could not get past the activation screen! could not be restored. An
unknown error occurred (1) (23 Oct '14, 23:09) spockers ♢♢ spockers's
gravatar image.
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Not that the error hasn't got a fix, but the fact that there are plenty of fixes for Thx a lot the way
of TinyUmbrella is working but after that it give me that error (an unknown ERROR HAS
OCCURRED (11) ) could you Oct 14, 2013 at 11:47 am.
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